The main objective of this project is to design a SIFT engine on FPGA by exploiting the speed and parallelism in hardware, an engine immune to invariance of scale, illumination and orientation, an engine powerful enough for real time video processing, efficient enough to consume less resources and power, along with ease of integrating this in designs by other users.

SIFT is used a base for many computer vision applications and our objective is to create a robust SIFT implementation algorithm which can improve the speed and efficiency of other designs that use this engine. The design includes applying Gaussian function to Image, calculation Difference of Gaussian, a Harris Corner algorithm to eliminate edges, local extrema determination and finally finding the keypoints and keypoint descriptors. These keypoints are immune to scale, illumination and rotation. The keypoints can be used for various image-matching applications.

**SYSTEM FLOW**

**Implementation**

**HARDWARE MODULE**

This paper discusses hardware implementation of the SIFT algorithm on an FPGA. This computer vision algorithm does a key point extraction and detection to process an image and extract local feature vectors that are immune to any scaling, rotation or translation of the image. Methods to accelerated hardware solution on FPGA to process images using SIFT are described. Also, hardware modules for the Downsamplers, Gaussian-filters and for computation of difference of Gaussians are developed to aid in expediting the process of this algorithm. The RTL is developed in Verilog, tool used is Xilinx ISE-14.4 and targeted device is Xilinx FPGA-Spartan6.

The Top module contains the following main Sub Modules:

1) Octave Module (Difference of Gaussians + Gaussian Functions)

2) Harris Corner Detector Module

3) Local Extrema Module

4) Local Extrema Output

**Results**

This section describes the image simulation flow of the system.

1) Input Image

2) DOG Output

3) Harris Corner Output

4) Local Extrema Output

- The input image is DownSampled and applied to different Gaussian scales for Difference of Gaussians (DOG) images in (2).
- The Harris Corner module uses this same image as a reference to show the corners in (3).
- The Local extrema module as seen in (4) gives us the Minima and Maxima of the images in (1) and (2). All values in the image are scaled to either 255 or 0.
- Keypoints are then described by comparing the difference of the 2 pictures in (4).

**Analysis**

According to the chart, the DOG module utilizes most of the slice registers in FPGA.

From the graph, we conclude that the hardware takes less execution time compared to Matlab and OpenCV.

**Summary**

Successful Implementation of the SIFT algorithm on an FPGA has proved to be faster than software based approaches. As expected the DOG module has consumed almost 50% resources. A DOG module as a hardware accelerator along with a software part for the SIFT matching could prove to be a beneficial method. The Algorithm requires approximately 100K-LUTs and 1Mb on-chip memory.
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